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2. Stage:     

Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece/
Naxos
The way down from Vilnius through the southern part of 
Lithuania and the eastern part of Poland is a well known 
trip in the meantime. From Chelm to Khmelnitskyi we 
crossed Ukraine through the marshes in the northern 
part.

On our way through Ukraine…

… of course we met again our friends in Yarmolintsyi and 
stayed for two days there in »our hotel« Enaida. 
Khmelnitsky still is exciting for us because of the 
contrastes you find every step you go. I think Switlana and 
Viktor were happy about our visit there. People from 
abroad you will not find a lot in Ukraine. Never we saw a 
german car. And travelling or even getting visa is difficult 
for them. So talking together diversifies their life and for us 
it’s a big chance to learn from them. It‘s a good feeling that 
got acquainted with them.
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To Romania…

we took the route via Satu Mare and Baia Mare in the 
north.  The countyside resembles very much the other, 
the ukrainian side of the river Theiss but in a better 

condition. It seems they got some money here to 
renovate their houses. Some villages look like new. 

The »Merry Graveyard« in Sapantu was one of our goals. 
This  time we crossed Romania from north to south. Two 
years ago we travelled from west to east. The changings 
are quite different in both cases. A lot of very nice villages 
passed on our way though the hills and mountains.

Sibiu

When it levels off as near Cluj-Napoca (Klausenburg) or 
near Sibiu (Herrmannstadt) the new industial plants are 
growing. Countryside is destoyed like everywhere when 
you get these new industral jobs. Let‘s hope they are 
good for the people there.

Near Cluj-Napoca we passed the new NOKIA plant. 
Well, to this  place the jobs from Bochum in Germay have 
moved. But ok.: People here also need jobs urgently. 

Of course the towns here where these workers are living 
are growing too. They look like everywhere…
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Cluj-Napoca, new flats and offices

Crossing the Danube river…

…over to Bulgaria is only possible by ferryboat, there are 
no bridges and if you will look at the landscape you 
immediately will know why.  It‘s only about 200 meters 
but you have to pay toll charge even for the short way 
from the main road to the shore. Very funny!

The way through Bulgaria down from north to south also 
differs greatly from the west-east route which we took 
two years ago. Sofia we skipped this year but we took our 

of used paper handkerchiefs. It was the same as two years 
before in Elblag in Poland. We ended up there in the 
hospital. But finally we could move on.

In the evening we reached the Rila Monastir, a bulgarian 
national sanctuary. I think we never had seen such nice 
monastry before. At last we also found a bed in 
Blagodarjev in a nice new motel. 

The last three days and nights…

…before we reached Greece we spent in a wonderful 
hotel in Goce Delcev near the border to Greece with 
swimming pool, nice garden and a price of only 25 € per 
day for both, breakfast included. 

But the day before we got our horror trip in the 
Rhodope Mountains. On the way to a nice-looking village 
in the mountains (as our Lonely Planet said) we ended up 

on a way were the had completely destroyed the street 
by putting water tubes in the earth. 

No chance to go, big stones, more bigger holes. So 
Elisabeth and some gentle workers took away the stones, 

crashed them with a big hammer and after two hours or 
so we finally reached the village. And our Twingo was 
unbroken. Only Elisabeth‘s  ankle was hurt. And the village 
was really wonderful and the snack there too.way down through a wonderful canyon near Vraca. Just at 

the beginning there Reinard took one of his long lasting 
nosebleeds. More than half an hour he was cowering 
under a small tree bended over a pool of blood and a hill 
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This was Bulgaria.

In our hotel we could have stayed longer. The price of 25€ 
per day with breakfast included for both was a bargain. A 
very nice room with balcony, view to the garden, with 
swimming pool, garden restaurant, good kitchen and 
Internet, even outside!!!

As we reached Greece…

…we felt at home immediately. After a while we found a 
taverna nearthe road where they preapared a barbecue 

with a young goat which was just waiting for us to be 
eaten up.

Our first night in Greece we spent on the camping 
ground near Katherini south of Thessaloniki which we 
already knew from our visit two years ago. This time we 
did not cross the Chalkidiki peninsula but went staight an 
with a big turn around Thessaloniki.

The next day we again visited the Monasteries of 
Meteora which we saw only in the rain last time. It‘s a 
fantastic landscape but full of busses and tourists…

Our last night on the continent…

…we spent in Kamena Vourla, a holiday resort where 
greek people use to spent their free days. It‘s situated 
directly at the sea side near the historical Thermopylae 
where there is a narrow pass between the mountains and 
the sea, about 120 miles (200 km) northwest of Athens, 
now much widened by the recession of the sea. In 480 bc 
it was the scene of the defense against the Persian army 
of Xerxes I by 6,000 Greeks; among them were 300 
Spartans, all of whom, including their king Leonidas, were 
killed.

After that night…

…we drove directly to Piraeus next morning. Only 300 
meters before we reached the harbour it happened. We 

were waiting at a red traffic light when a car from behind 
crashed on our Twingo!

That‘s it!

we thought. More than two hours we had wait for the 
police standing in in the full sun. But fortunately we had 
not to leave the car in a garage and aften another hour of 
clearing up with the police and fixing the damaged parts 
with a strong wire we finally reached our ferry boat to 
Naxos.


